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Growth Opportunity 14: Industrial DevOps

Strategic Imperatives and Growth Environment
Industrial DevOps has emerged as a methodology to design, develop, and 
maintain production systems by combining the agility and efficiency of 
DevOps practices with the robustness of industrial automation. This 
approach is breaking down silos between development, operations, and 
other functional units, fostering a culture of continuous improvement and 
collaboration.
The industry is enthusiastically responding to the promise of industrial 
DevOps, driven by the escalating complexity of industrial software and the 
scarcity of skilled labor. Companies actively seek solutions that offer version 
control, continuous integration and delivery, automated backups, and 
collaborative capabilities for automation code development and delivery.
The growth environment for industrial DevOps is incipient, supported by an 
increasing recognition of its value in driving efficiency and innovation. 
Integrating agile, lean, and DevOps principles tailors the software 
development life cycle to the intricacies of cyber-physical systems.
From enhancing the capabilities of PLCs to facilitating predictive 
maintenance and ensuring seamless software updates for machinery, the 
use cases are both diverse and impactful.

Growth Opportunities
1. Standardize and Automate Tasks: Implement industrial DevOps 

practices to standardize processes and automate tedious tasks. Gain 
clear visibility of code on the plant floor, streamline troubleshooting, and 
reduce downtime, ensuring a resilient production environment.

2. Capitalize on Workforce Augmentation: Address the technical talent 
gap by integrating automation tools that amplify the productivity of the 
existing workforce. Embrace solutions that simplify coding and 
debugging and provide self-service access, enabling the team to achieve 
more with less.

3. Innovate with AI-based Factory Agents: Transform operations by 
integrating AI-based solutions to automate the documentation and 
explanation of legacy automation code, simplifying collaboration and 
knowledge transfer.

4. Optimize Operations with Virtual PLC Management: Leverage the 
power of virtual PLCs to control operations by ensuring flexibility, 
scalability, and reduced dependency on vendor-specific hardware.

5. Harness the Potential of Git-based Workflows: Streamline code 
development and management processes by adopting Git-based 
workflows, ensuring data integrity, collaboration, and faster product 
development.
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Source: Frost & Sullivan

Companies to Action or Growth Accelerator
Software Defined Automation (SDA): SDA offers groundbreaking solutions that enhance efficiency in complex PLC environments. Its end-to-end industrial 
DevOps and TechOps solutions introduce cross-PLC stack AI copilot agents, PLC code versioning and backup, vPLCs, and cloud browser-based engineering. 
Copia: Copia's approach, centered around Git-based version control, increases the efficiency of PLCs. Its solutions offer benefits such as streamlined 
workflows, centralized file storage, and compatibility with major PLC programming environments.
Bosch: Bosch's DevOps consulting services are instrumental in creating swift product delivery pipelines. As a pioneer in industrial DevOps practices, Bosch's 
approach not only addresses operational challenges but also fosters a culture of continuous improvement.
Wobe-Systems: Wobe Systems excels with its no-code automation platform, scaling process automation across enterprises with industrial DevOps, 
connecting things with No-Code IoT, and creating standards for IIoT.

https://www.softwaredefinedautomation.io/
https://www.copia.io/
https://www.bosch.com/
https://www.wobe-systems.com/en/software-and-individual-apps-for-your-business/
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Legal Disclaimer

Frost & Sullivan is not responsible for any incorrect information supplied by companies or users. 
Quantitative market information is based primarily on interviews and therefore is subject to fluctuation. 
Frost & Sullivan research services are limited publications containing valuable market information 
provided to a select group of customers. Customers acknowledge, when ordering or downloading, that 
Frost & Sullivan research services are for internal use and not for general publication or disclosure to 
third parties. No part of this research service may be given, lent, resold, or disclosed to noncustomers 
without written permission. Furthermore, no part may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or 
transmitted in any form or by any means—electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or 
otherwise—without the permission of the publisher.

For information regarding permission, write to: permission@frost.com

© 2024 Frost & Sullivan. All rights reserved. This document contains highly confidential information and is the sole property of Frost & Sullivan. 
No part of it may be circulated, quoted, copied, or otherwise reproduced without the written approval of Frost & Sullivan.
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